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  Martin Leahy   P a P p a  p  A 
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Sorcha Keogan      a p P P a A 
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 Jeremy Callaghan   p p p p p P a p P 

 Sandra Gannon          p P a  P 

Tony.Kay p p p p p p p P P a P 

Vincent.Warfield p p p p a  p   p A 

            

 Grainne O’Malley        a P P a A 

Colin Fitpatrick p p p P a P p P P p A 

P = present;   a = apology received n.i. not invited (a) apologies subsequent to 

 

 

1. Minutes 

 

 Accepted. 

 

2. Matters Arising 

 

 Campbells have confirmed their wish to remain involved with the Committee and Collette will be 

returning to the meetings. 

 

 Patricia is pursuing the inclusion on the website of the sustainability sub-group. 

 

3. Bicycles 

 

 Ann Ledwith joined the meeting to discuss the provision of bicycle racks on campus, particularly near 

the new Engineering Research Building.  The lack of proper storage was discouraging cyclists from 

using bicycles to come to work and the ban on parking them in stairwells was compounding difficulties.  

Brian reported that the university was prevented by the law of the land from allowing bicycles to be 

placed in stairwells.  However, there would soon be provision for 100 bicycles in racks in the covered 

car park for ERB which would address the immediate need.  Ann Ledwith was invited to join the 

transport sub-group to help with addressing the wider issues associated with bicycle use on campus. 

 

4. Carpooling 

 

 Tony agreed to send an email through the ITD Subscriber Mail relating to revised carpooling 

arrangements.  He would also prepare something for the noticeboard and would identify ways to notify 

students. 

 



5. Public Transport Subsidy 

 

 HR would launch the new scheme and arrangements on 1 June 2005.  Bus Eireann have agreed to throw 

in a free trip from town to the University for those who sign up, which will be possible twice a year.  

Information will be provided to new employees and this scheme will be ‘owned’ by HR.  Patricia will 

follow up with Alison O’Regan and report back to the Committee as necessary. 

 

6. Environmental Policy 

 

 The draft policy is still with the University Executive, Tony will enquire as to progress. 

 

7. Meeting with Management 

 

 Tony will arrange the second meeting of this year and will give thought to the agenda.  The meeting 

will involve Tony, Patricia, JJ and Jeremy. 

 

8. Energy Manager 

 

 Reference was made to the advertised appointment at NUIG. 

 

9. Race Against Waste 

 

 Tony will circulate details of the website and enquire as to what would be involved in their offering a 

seminar in UL. 

 

10. Reports of Sub-Groups 

 

 10.1 Sustainability 

 

 Collin’s report of 22 March was received and will follow.  It was noted that he was stepping 

down as Chair. 

 

 10.2 Energy 

 

 Martin’s report of 21 March was received and will follow.  The need for an Energy Manager 

was again emphasised. 

 

 10.3 Waste 

 

 Jeremy’s report (undated) was received and is attached.  The revised schedule for recycling 

and the revisions to the website were noted. 

 

11. Any Other Business 

 

11.1 Resale Facility 

 

Patricia undertook to investigate whether it would be possible to provide a ‘resale facility’ for 

second-hand items through the University’s computer network.  York University was 

mentioned as a possible model. 

 

11.2 Fair Trade Products 

 

The Student Environmental Society is looking into the introduction of Fair Trade Products 

through retail/commercial activities on campus. 

 

12. Next Meeting 

 

 To be arranged. 

 

 

 

Jeremy Callaghan 

5 April 2005 


